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POUNDED IN 1873

LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY,

nig Apple And Hot Dogs Student Enrollment
Third Highest
Impress German Student
Bj

Donald F. Williams '39

"Mischa

»»

American fad that WerTh
L r. German exchange student
*
this year, encountered was
rt

4l

TWewhichhelearnedonthl;
* fining to this country, a girl

^Bainn.ore being his instructress
'<! "Mischa", as he is called
^friends, had been principally
W
liel with British jazz and he
*rtT frequently heard around camm
? -The Lambeth Walk" to
ft singing
himselfv ...rallv enough, when he came

r^Uewed by the STUDENT

•"first question dealt with interna' , „ol tics. Mischa is not part.cuS'i^ed in politics since he is
country to study American
in this
!d his hobbies do not m-

Sr^raVairs. However, he was
Sng to give the German viewpoint
the Chechoslovakian situation.
|IC

on i

_.

,

Versailles Treaty Blamed
According to Mi*h*tta.present
W^te is directly attributable; to the
Versailles treaty where the peaceof the other countries to
uUo.e him, were "too discriminating .
Primarily, he said, the Germans want
peace. The sole reason that Hitler
desires Sudeten Germany is that he
wnts under the German government
those peoples who are culturally and
morally a part of the German race,
Doehr said. Although the Sudetens
were part of the Austro-Hunganan
Empire In the pre-war years, they
have always been culturally Germans,
Mischa continued.
"The average German regards Hit-

Werner Doehr

Unique Program
For Stu. G. Party

OCTOBER 5, 1938

"And If You Don't Maine College Councils
Is
Feel Right, Try--"
Will Convene Here
In History

Mark Of 241 Falls Short
Of Record 246 Set
In 1931

Jubilant freshmen will be privileged
to untie their bibs next Friday eveFrom three different countries and
ning at the Little Theatre at 7 o'clock eight different states, 241 freshmen
while bewildered upperclassmen look journeyed to Bates to enter the class
on and wonder if they will ever learn of 1942. The total is two shy of last
their names.
year's 243, and the third largest in
The Student Government committee, the history of this" college, barely
consisting of Hazel Turner '40, chair- falling short of the record first year
man, Patricia Atwater '40 and Dor- attendance, 246, set in 1931.
Massachusetts sent 96 delegates to
othy Dole '41, have been planning a
varied program and arousing interest '42 to lead the states. Maine with 73,
in the skits which as usual are to be Connecticut with 23, New Hamppresented by each dorm. Between the shire's 16, New York's 14, New Jerstunts, which are to be three minutes sey with nine, and Rhode Island's six
in length, entertainment will be pro- follow in that order. Pennsylvania
vided by musically talented members produced one solitary member of the
of the class of '42. The ceremony of frosh class, as did New Brunswick,
taking: off the bibs will bring the eve- Canada, India, and Germany. Lewiston and Auburn supplied 35 of the
ning to a close.
The guests of Freshman Stunt Maine residents attending Bates for
Night will be faculty wives and wo- the first time.
men members of the administration.
The male population of the class is
142, taking the majority away from
the coeds, who number 99.

Dr. R. A. Goodwin, college physi- ]
cian, will continue this year his daily
clinic at the men's infirmary, 148
Nichols street. His hours are U a.m.
to 12, except Sundays and holidays.
Miss Louise Hayden, R.N., will be
on duty from 8 a. m. to 12 and from
5 to 6 p. m. daily, and from 10 a. m.
to 12 on Sundays. Either Miss Hayden or a student assistant will be
there constantly.

Panel Meeting of Presidents of Governing
Bodies From Bowdoin, Colby, U. of M.
Schedule For October 1 0, 1 1
Freshman Week
Termed Success

This year a women's infirmary at
Rand Hall will be under Mrs. Erma
ine annual Freshman week, deatyTainter, R. N. Her hours are also
from 8 to 12 and from 5 to 6 daily, iiuied to orient the Class »i 42 to ius
but on Sundays they are from 12 to new surroundings, was success, ....>
2 p. m. Women desiring to see Dr directed U.is year by Cu-Chairmeii
Goodwin must report at the men's in- Dorothy 1 -ampell '40 and Harry Shepherd "40, and their committee consistfirmary.
ing Of Annette Barry '40, B. Roberta
The telephone number at Nichols
Smith '3y, Hazel Turner "40, France,
street is 3084-M, and at Rand Hall
Wallace "41, Dorothy Stead 41, Rosa708-W.
lyn MacNish '39, Harriet Belt '41,
Barbara Abbott '41, Donald Russell
•41, John Howarth '41, Ernest Oberst
•41, Ralph Casweil '41, Donald Maggs
•40, Malcolm Holmes '40, Robert Morris '39, Richard -Martin '40, and the
faculty adviser, Dr. Paul Sweet.

PLANS INCLUDE
"CHAPEL SPEECHES
A Panel meeting of the heads of the
Student Councils of the four Maine
colleges will be held on campus Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 10 and il, as
part of the program of this year's
Council. It is hoped that this first
meeting will lead to further meetings
of the Council heads on the campi of
each of the Maine colleges, according
to Frank Coffin '40 who is in charge
of this meeting.

Prof. Berkelman
Writes Articles

Students With 3.6
Get Unlimited Cuts

The panel discussions will serve as
a means of clearing up intercollegiate
differences as they exist among men's
governing bodies; of obtaining better
understanding and sportsmanlike enthusiasm by a schedule of exchange
speakers; as a clearing house of ideas,
adminstrative hints, etc., as a way of
getting together to put over what one
school alone may not want to afford.
These are but a few of the reasons
for calling together such a gathering
of campus heads.
The program of this meeting will
include, besides a get-acquainted discussion in the men's lounge, an allcollege assembly in the Chapel on
Tuesday morning at which the heads
of the Maine, Colby, and Bowdoin
Councils will address the student
body.

Chairman Shepherd was among the
His previous education has been at
The entire freshman registration inthe European universities of Berlin,
Prof. Robert G. Berkelman, of the early birds to hit campus-early as
cludes:
Freiburg and Marburg as well as in
English department, is the author of the twenty-third, in fact. ImmediateRuth Maitland Andrews, Auburn;
Paris and England. He speaks only
two articles which appeared in recent ly he went to work helping bewildered
Ruth Davies Arenstrup, Watertown,
freahman men while they took enten languages but Ed claims he transThe 1938-9 edition of the Blue Book Mass.; Albert Charles Aucoin, Spen- issues of outstanding literary magalated an eleventh the other night.
trance exams.
zines.
contains some changes, as was expect- cer, Mass.; Elisabeth Avery, Brocked,
but
an
unexpected
innovation
was
The committee really swung into
Hot Dogs New
ton, Mass.; James Eugene Ayers,
"Shakespeare: Ventriloquist," pubthat of allowing unlimited cuts to Newburyport, Mass.; Carl J. Baker, lished in the July-September issue of action on Monday when trunks as
Hot dogs were something new to
students having averages of 3.6 or Auburn; Chandler DeMike Baldwin, "Sewanee Review", is a direct answer well as future coeds and eds arrived.
Mischa and before Stanley could reover.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; Richard Lee Bald- to Tolstoi's declaration that all of
Thanks to Fred Downings laundry
strain him, he started to down one by
The new ruling reads, In part, win, Oakville, Conn.; Barbara Avis William
Shakespeare's
characters truck the trunks were well cared for.
eating the "dog" first and the roll
afterwards. He insisted on trying a "Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors Barsante, Sanford; Mary Kathryn talk alike. Frankly admitting some of Committee members spent the day
who, in the previous semester, had no Bartlett, Lewiston; Winifred Lyon the Russian novelist's criticism of the and the next few directing hikes,
hamburg for he reasoned they must
be Germanic in origin to be named grade lower than B and a qualit* Beach, Woodmont, Conn.; Robert British dramatist, Prof. Berkelman erecting tents, ushering at the numler as saving the German people from
point ratio of 3.600 may have unlim- Charles Belsky, Holyoke, Mass.; F.ben quotes specific passages from various erous assemblies and devoting their
after the city.
According to Coffin, this meeting
ited cuts exclusive of chapel, Physi- Thorpe Bennet, Lubec; Gladys Bick- Shakespearean plays to disprove the time to a promising looking class of
utter ruin", Mischa concluded and the
wiH act as the first step toward betAt the age of fifteen (he is now cal' Education, and laboratory work. more, Portland; Wendell Chase Bishinterview then verged off to more percharge of speech similarity.
'42.
ter ;inter-collegiate cooperation and
23) he bicycled to Italy and upon It is understood that in respect to op, Natick, Mass.; Martha Sprague
sonal subjects.
Monday
evening
Professor
Robert
feeling in Maine.
"George Sterling on 'The Black Vulquestioning, he admitted having been hour writtens. quizes, and other stated Blaisdell, Winchester, Mass.; Richard
He is rooming in Roger Williams
Berkelman
spoke
on
"Columbus,
Main most of the countries of Europe. requirements, such students will be Lyle Blanchard, Lewiston; Roger ture'", printed in July's "American gellan and You" at the lirst frosh
with Edward Stanley '39, editor of
subject at all times to the provisions Vilno Blanchard, Auburn; Francis Literature", is an anecdote based on
Just to complete what he's missed, he
the "Buffoon", and Donald Bridges
of the departments in which they have Beverley Boone, Niantic, Conn.; Elden a letter written by Sterling to Prof. assembly.'
wants to go home by way of the West
Berkelman to confirm the professor's
The 1MU11 party was held WednesLord Boothby,
'39, vice-president of the Student
courses."
Coast, Japan and Russia.
day
evening in the crowded quarters
interpretation
of
the
poem
as
being
Doris
Carlene
Borgerson,
Rockland;
Council, and Mischa is still trying to
purely a bit of nature writing. A stu- of Chase Hall, due to the Gym floor
Edward
Charles
Boulter,
Haverhill,
Before
arriving
in
Lewiston,
he
had
determine whether Ed understands
Mass.; Priscilla Alden Bowles, Mans- dent in an English class had express- being covered with wet varnish.
the German jokes that he has been a series of adventures largely caused
The Bates debating season gets unfield, Mass.; William Boyd, Jr., ed the belief that the vulture symbolThis Saturday the committees will
by the storm which occurred while he
telling him.
Hightstown, N. J.; Patricia Bradbury, ized death.
officially close its work with the Stan- der way with preliminary tryouts for
was between New York and Boston.
this year's debate squad to be held
Stratford, Conn.; Tressa Pauline
Fortunately the STUDENT is using
Another article by the English pro- ton Ride.
His train was derailed and the pasInformal teas for members of the Braun, Houlton; Durant Hicks Brown,
Thursday, Oct. 13, from four to five
Mischa's picture with this story so the
fessor, one on Melville's "Moby Dick',
class of 1942 will be held at the homes Barre, Mass.; Anne Bruemmer, West
in the afternoon and eight to nine in
average person on campus can tell sengers were taken between two
will appear in the November issue of
of the various members of the faculty Newton, Mass.; Charles Jonathan
the evening in the Music Room at
points
by
bus.
His
mental
picture
of
him from the other students for he
Sunday afternoon as part of the ori- Buck, Warren, Mass.; Thera Louise the "English Journal".
Chase Hall
New
York
was
not
shattered
particufails in no small degree to conform
entation work being carried on by the Bushnell, Meredith, N. H.; Edna LilJohn Hooper, who attended Batos,
Aspirants are asked to give a three
to our American conception of the larly since he knew what to expect C. A., it was announced by Harry lian Butler, Maiden, Mass.; Mary- 1924-26, and was one of Prof. Berkelminute argumentative speech on any
but
was
surprised
and
pleased
with
Shepherd, chairman of the freshman Theresa Call, Lewiston; Richard To- man's pupils, was the author of an
average German.
His hair is not
controversial topic, prepared for excommittee. The teas are an innovation bey Carroll, Lewiston; Bernice Helen article published i n the "Atlantic"
Chase Hall trembled under the im- temporaneous delivery. Any student
close-cropped, he has no "bull-neck" Radio City.
American slang still bothers him and are designed so that every one Carter, West Brookfield, Mass.; Ger- magazine recently. Hooper is the son pact of dancing feet as the series of not excused from trying out because
and, important to note, does not care
of the members of the freshman class ald James Chaffers, Lewiston; Lloyd of the Webster School principal in weekly dances was inaugurated Saturof former membership, is eligible for
particularly for beer. And, as Ed although he speaks almost perfect may get to know one of his or her Burton Chaisson, Newton, Mass.;
day
night
with
an
impressively
large
these tryouts.
Auburn.
Stanley was surprised to find, he does English. Occasionally he asks Stanley professors well.
George Seymour Chaletzky, Lynn,
crowd of close to 400 eds and coeds
Some members of the varsity debatFriendly discussion and the univer- Mass.; Irene Celina Champagne,
not make a practice of wearing Ba- to translate a few choice bits for him.'
beating it out to the strains of Lou
ing
squad will take part in a series
All in all, Mischa is a very agree- sal satisfaction derived from a warm- Lewiston; Robert Wallis Charlton,
Paul's music.
varian shorts.
of practice debates Monday, Oct. 10,
ing
"spot
of
tea"
will
indicate
once
Wellesley
Hills,
Mass.;
Donald
ShurtFreshman girls were rushed off and Tuesday, Oct. 11, to determine
His home in Germany is in "West- able fellow. But don't stop him on
and for all to the freshman the fra- leff Cheetham, Dedham, Mass.; Judith
campus
and
start
firing
political
questheir
feet, as the lads tried to get a this year's team. The sides and teams
Palen" which students may remembei
(Continual on Paw Thr««]
ternal feeling existing here on camline on their prospective soulmates. are posted on the bulletin board in the
tions
at
him.
He
won't
be
interested.
"i their history maps as Westphalia.
pus between faculty and student.
This was the first lifting of freshman Debate Room in Chase Hall. All derules and it found both men and woThe first Outing Club mountain men making up for the previous days bates will be held in the Music Room.
There will be five-minute main
climb of the year will' be conducted
of silence.
speeches and four-minute rebuttals.
Sunday, October 9, under the direcThe game room? and lounge of Additional information can be obtion of Helen Martikainen '39 and
The annual B. C. A. candle light Richard Martin '40, according to an Chase Hall were left open to all tained from Professor Quimby, direcBates radio listeners tuned in
I In previous years the noise mounted
service will take place in the chapel announcement made by President throughout the evening and oddly tor of debating.
By Eleanor Cook '40
on locar station WCOU last Frienough the luxurious sofas of the
higher
as
the
meal
progressed,
so
that
Tuesday, Oct. 11, from 6.45 to 7.30.
day night were quite surprised to
The institution-y look of Fiske DinRobert Morris '39.
lounge were more often than not forln
when
one
went
from
the
dining
room
The
program
includes:
g Hall is gone> anti—as some of the
hear the mellifluous tones of cerThe group participating in this saken for the strenuous games of
Organ Prelude
Paul Wright
freshman impressions suggest—it now after one of its noisiest days, it was
tain Garnet athletes come floating
initial
expedition must be limited to pool, ping-pong, or bowling.
like
suddenly
leaving
a
rising
gale
of
Procession of Cabinet Members
>°oks like some attractiVe hotel dining
over the ether.
Ice cream was served as usual at
upperclassmen.
They wiH get their
syllables
and
clatterings..
Now,
due
Invocation
David
Howe
room. The old "just so" primness of
First to be interviewed by the
opportunity to sign up for the trip intermission time.
ulocal sports announcer was Ernest
enty-five white-covered tables rang- to the new, sound-absorbing ceiling, a
Hymn
There will be another gathering of
pleasant conversational hum pervades
Address
Luella Manter tomorrow at one o'clock when regisM. Moore, new athletic director.
^ » three precise, chilly rows is raptration
slips
will
be
posted
at
Chase
the
clans next Saturday night, same
Candle-lighting
Service
the
room.
He was followed by Coach Buck
'% being erased from the minds of
Classes will be dismissed at 11.30
time (7.30), same place (Chase Hall),
Hal* and Rand Hall
The waitresses find their general
Recessional
Spinks who answered a few ques"ie upperclasswomen.
this Saturday for the freshmen and
same band (Lou Paul).
During the service, cabinet memroutine undisturbed by the renovation.
tions on the prospects of the
transfers as well as new members of
. ^st year, Savage of Boston did the
Sugarloaf mountain is the destinabers will receive light for their canIn several details, their work is pleasFrosh
football
team
this
year.
the faculty who will go on the Stan""erior decorating in Wilson House
tion of the first trip. The party will
dles from those of the President and
anter. No more of changing tableThen we heard the two co-stars
ton Ride. The Stanton Ride is another
*"' re-did the reception rooms of
leave campus by bus at 8 a. m., reV ice-President, and in turn, will light
H
of the evening's entertainment.
one of those traditions that is designacker and Chase Houses. The reac- cloths because it's Sunday morning or
turning at approximately 7 p.m.
the candles of the audience.
tlo
These were team captains Austin
ed for the pleasure of every Bates ed
n then was gratifying, but has been Wednesday noon, or because someone
Dr. and Mrs. Sawyer and Dr. and
This service has been a tradition
Briggs '39 and Gus Clough '39
and coed as a freshman.
outdone by the pleased response of spilled plum juice. Soap and water .is
Mrs. Myhrman wiH act as chaperones.
with the YWCA. The participation of
the new way. The tray-stands used
who spoke lengthily of the Bates
'"e coeds on returning to the dining
Coed rules will be off during the
men for the first time last year met
by the waitresses remain only temro
chances against New Hampshire.
Prof. R. Kendall and Dr. Robert
°m this fall.
afternoon
as announced by the Stuwith much favor.
porarily in these new surroundings,
McDonald were among the 175 in^e effect one gets on-entering is
A freshman open house was con- structors who attended the annual dent Government and the Student
to be eventually replaced by serving
tha
' of rose beige and blue. The
Special Train For Maine Game
ducted by the Outing Club at Thorn- October Conference of educators held Council. Freshmen meet in front of
tables of appropriate design and more
What? No sentiment? This is
chair
Transportation to the University of
s, smaller, lighter, and more
crag Sunday with a goodly portion of Sunday, Oct. 2, through Tuesday noon, Chase Hall at twelve o'clock. From
one for the hard-boiled wise-acre
adequacy.
^"ifortable than their predecessors,
Maine football game will be availthere they take the street car out to
the class of '42 turning out to avail Oct. 4, at Crawford, N. H.
who
says
Bates
grads
can't
forThe interest of the ed has been able for Garnet supporters when the
■"* upholstered in blue washable fathe end of the line and hike to Lake
themselves
of
an
old-fashioned
getget
their
Alma
Mater
soon
aroused
by
his
girl-friend's
descripbric
These New England educators met
- The two-toned walls' backBobcats go up to Orono Oct. 22, it
Auburn where all freshman classes
together. The party was under the
enough.
tion.
So,
when
the
time
comes
for
to
discuss
methods
of
teaching
and
ground C0]0r is p^ed up by the cornwas revealed late Tuesday afternoon.
go to spend an enjoyable afternoon
Saturday
a
member
of
the
class
direction
of
Eleanor
Smart
'39.
various educational problems.
The Maine Central Transportation
Position tops of the tables. But one coed banquets, a long list is expected
eating, playing games, really getting
of '83 came back to campus to see
•'
The meeting was made more than acquainted and generally having fun
°f the biggest differences is the va- to sign for Rand.
Company has arranged to have speFreshman rules were lifted for the
his
old
room
in
West
ParkerBoth the women's and the coed bannet
y in the kinds of tables. Twentycial train of six cars or more run a
afternoon and it was a good chance enjoyable by a round of social pleasgood old No. 1.
quets promise to be even more satissev
Refreshments, consisting of coffee,
en of them, some round, some recround-trip special to Orono. The time
for eds and coeds to talk over the ures which served to lighten the heavMr.
Oakes
'83
was
highly
gratifactory and successful, due to the
an
ier nature of the business at hand. apples and hot-dogs, will be served by
eular, necessarily take away the
of leaving and arriving has not yet
dance
of
the
night
before
or
to
check
fied by the improvements about
pleasar.t, correct, new surroundings.
st
'ff, aisled look of the old dining
been arranged, although railroad auup on acquaintances made during Prof. John J. Mahoney of Boston Uni- the Freshman committee, and on the
campus, and was particularly
f
But
even
more
important
is
the
fact
way back there will be a stop at the
oom.
thorities will meet with underclassfreshman week and hastily dropped versity was in charge of the conferpleased with the new Chapel
that there is an attractive dining
cider mill.
men soon to decide the traveling
Sufficient unto the quiet loveliness
ence.
with the advent of freshman rules.
room to return to three - w-e-e-ell,
organ.
°* the setting is the sound thereof,
schedule.
^cording to some upperclasswomen. two times each day.

mmn"

Debating Season
Gets Under Way

Faculty Welcomes
Freshmen At Teas

First Of Dances
Meets Success

Outing Club Opens
Season's Activities

Candlelight Service

Fiske Dining Hall Undergoes
WCOU Features
Garnet Athletes In Chapel Tuesday
Thorough Beauty Treatment

Stanton Ride To
Be Held Saturday

Kendall and McDonald
Attend Conference
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Campus Camera

Thursday, Oct. 6
5.30-7.00 p. m. WAA Hare and
Hound Chase
7.00 p. m. Rally; Side of Mt. David
Friday, Oct. 7
7.30 p. m. Student Government
Stunt Night; Little Theatre
Saturday, Oct. 8
11.30 a. m Stanton Ride; Meet at
Chase Hall
Bates vs. "Northeastern U.
Sunday, Oct. 9
8.00 a. m. Outing Club Mt. Climb to
Sugarloaf Mt.
Monday, Oct. 10
Varsity Cross-Country Meet at
Colby
Tuesday, Oct. 11
6.45 p. m. BCA Candlelight service;
Chapel'

By Lea

SAM MAY! JANITOR OF THE
U. OF ALABAMA CHEMISTRY SCHOOL,
HAS. THROUGH Z5 YEARS' EXPERIENCE,
LEARNED EVERY FORMULA IN THE
QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS BOOK. HE IS
EXPERT AT ANALYZING CHEMICAL COWFOUNDS BY SIMPLY "SMELLIW EM,
TASTW 'EM „ ft AND 'DEMTIFY1N' 'EM.'

Member

1939 Entered as second-class matter at the
Post Office, Lewiston, Maine.

Associated Cblle6iate Press
Distributor of

Cblle6iafeDi6est

Subscription . . . $2.50 per year
in advance

Two-Team Huddle
Thrift is one of the greatest virtues on earth. Benjamin Franklin
advertised this truth in an early American manner, but the fact has
always existed. Thrift is the tool used by man to repair a damaged bank
account, but thrift, like anything else, can be carried too far. Too often

I

•~ i

Athletic Association, E. M. Moore
Biology Department, Carnegie Saence Hall
Bursar's Office, N. E. Boss

;

Carpenter's Shop
Chase Hall (Pay Station)

■\i\

I
J
I

Cheney House, Lena Walmsley
Commons, Mrs. Christabel Folsom
Dean of Women's Office, Hazel M. Clark
East Parker Hall (Pay Station)
Employment Service, P. B. Bartlett, Chase Hall
Fiske Dining Hall—Kitchen
Frye Street House, Margaret Fahrenholz

j

Gymnasium (Alumni;

4-A and Heelers
At a joint meeting of 4-A and Heelers in the Little Theatre, Friday evening, the members met Miss Lavinia
H. Shaetfer, the new director, for the
first time. Miss Shaetfer made appointments to give each member of
the two clubs a tryout so that she can
determine the talent available for the
first performance of the year. Due to
the fact that there are less than four
weeks for preparation a three-act play
will be given rather than the usual
program of one-act plays. This play,
the title of which will be announced
in the near future, will be presented
on Nov. 3 and 4.
It was also announced that a date
for freshman try-outs for Heelers will
be posted within a short time.

SlHE UNIVERSITY OF
WASHINGTON OFFERED
A SPECIAL JANITORIAL
COURSE DURING THE
LAST SUMMER SCHOOL
SESSION/

On Finding The Boothby
Home By One Who Knows

Hacker House, Mrs. Margaret Bisbee

1

Heating Plant
Infirmary (Men), Louise Hayden, R.N
Infirmary (Women), Rand Hall, Erma M. Tamter, R.N.
ymitor Shop, Basement Parker Hall, R. H. MacDonald ....
John Bertram Hall (Pay Station)
Library, Mabel Eaton, Iva W. Foster, Elva Beckett,
Virginia Grondberg
Men's Locker Building
Milliken House, Mrs. Ada Chase

|

News Bureau
President's Office, Mrs. Mildred L. Childs
Physics Department, Carnegie Science Hall
Publishing Association, Chase Hall

By Brooks Hamilton '41

Band Gets Off To
Excellent Start

j

.
J
2j,"jJ

'383 or 8^1
,J
.

Rand Hall

1

Rand Hall (Pay Station)
Registrar's Office, Mabel L. Libby
Roger Williams Hall (Pay Station)
Store, Mrs. Rena A. Purinton
West Parker Hall (Pay Station)
Whittier House, Elizabeth R. Baker
Wilson House, Lavinia M. Schaeffer
Women's Locker Building. Lena Walmsley, Margaret
Fahrenholz, Elizabeth R. Baker
Women's Union, Mrs. Rosa L. Foster
Y. M. C. A.

Boothby place". And then you realize
Tiny forgot to mention whether or not
Listen, all ye would be followers
you could FIND anyone in Limerick
of Marco Polo, Richard Byrd, and othdollars today will mean the loss of millions, from a sentimental viewto ask anything. However, you finUer Deutsche Verein
er world travelers, if some time the
There will be a meeting of the urge to be up and on the open road, ally dig the postmaster out from unpoint, or thousands, from a financial viewpoint, when today's underclassder a sheaf of last year's invoices, and
Membership Committee at the home if the old wanderlust gets you, hear
he tells you, "Well, I better direct you
men become tomorrow's alumni. Yet the conditions of certain Bates of Dr. Arthur N. Leonard, 7.15 Friday ye!
to South Parsonsfield, then you get
evening. Plans for a cabin party will
the fellow in the Gas and Grocery
Pack
up
your
old
kit
bag,
preferdepartments, especially the Athletic Association, are such that the prac- be discussed after new members have
ably with six days' rations, plenty of store to tell you how to get out to
been decided upon.
gas for the chariot, infinite patience, their place. Just go back here a spell,
tice of almost extreme thrift is necessary for the welfare of the departChristian Service
and a desperate love of virgin coun- (pointing) and take your first left.
try, and start out to visit that deni- Then go over the hill, and that's
The
first
meeting
of
the
Christian
ment. It is that thrift which, although justified within itself, may leave
Service Club will be in the form of a zen of the wilds, now resident on the South Parsonsfield."
Fire Boxes: Rand Hall
a bitter taste in the mouths, for example, of athletes who receive one cabin party at Thorncrag, Tuesday, fair campus of Batesina, Tiny BoothSo you go. You don't remember
Hathorn Hall
by, known in the official catalogue as anything about such a town in your
Oct. 18.
Gymnasium
complimentary ticket to a ball game. It is in an attempt to bolster
Harry Boothby, Limerick, Maine.
directions, but you're out for a little
Politics
First you look over a letter from ride, (and how!) so what the heck.
The officers of the Politics Club met
the athletic treasury without emphasizing thrift that the following plan
Tiny. "Just come to Limerick, good Now you're over the hill, but where
Friday to discuss policies of the comroads all the way, and ask someone, is South Parsonsfield? Just over the Bartlett, P. B., 350 College St
is offered for campus consideration.
ing year, which will be disclosed in
where to find the Boothby place. It hill. Yeah. After ten miles on a du- Beckett. Elva, 336 College St
the near future at a meeting of the
isn't far out of Limerick." You will bious dirt road, you haul up to a stop Berkelman. R. G.. 340 College St
entire club.
have plenty of time later to think in front of a gas tank, set in the midst Bertocci, A. P. 24^ Wood St
over the matter of Tiny's perception of nothing at all, but many trees and
A two-team huddle between the Bates A. "A. and the Lewiston High Ramsdell Scientific
Bertocci, P. A., 370 College St
much hay. And from a comfortable
Members of Ramsdell Scientific So- of distances.
reclining position against a haystack Britan, H. H., 17 Mountain Ave
".'-not Athletic Association might prove of financial value to both ciety met last night in Libbey Forum
Good Roads
comes forth a very sleepy individual Buschmann. August, 4 Libby Ave
for the first business meeting of the
Then you look for Limerick on the with a cheerful "How-do".
Carroll, J. M., 36 Ware St
M1>. In conversation with local business men, it was estimated that year, presided over by Lucy Perry '39.
most convenient road map, preferably
A new constitution was adopted and
Chase, G. M.. 20 Frye St
A Town?
about 400 cash customers attend Lewiston High School games in prefer- Virginia Yeomans '40 was elected as one of Maine, as Limerick seems to be
"Is
this
South
Parsonsfield?"
you
Childs, Mrs. J. S., 38 Cleaves St., Auburn
in that State. And yes, there's Limthe new vice-president.
say
with
a
look
about
you.
erick just south of Kezar, good roads
Clark, Hazel M., Rand Hall
ence to Bates games on those Saturdays when the two local teams are
"Yes, this is South Parsonsfield."
all the way. 'Course you may have to
MacFarlane
Crafts, S. T.. 134 Nichols St
You see nothing in sight even reboth in action. Excluding the annual Arnold game, local residents who
The first meeting of the year will be go a couple miles on a gravel road
Curtis, J. A., 102 Nichols St
held in Libbey Forum Monday, Oct. from town to the Boothby's farm, motely suggestive of a town, but Eaton, Mabel. 518 Main St
have never attended college have the opportunity to witness but three 10, to vote on applications for mem- which you remember as being, "Just! spured on by the lad's apparent neighFahrenholz, Margaret, Frye St. House
bership. Anyone who is interested in out of Limerick", but that will be j borliness, you again ask where is the
games on Garcelon Field. These customers are composed of people who joining should get in touch with Gor- rather fun, thinks you, really getting , Boothby place.
Fisher, L. W.,508 Main St
"Waal, you go back a ways and Folsom, Mrs. Christabel, the Commons
out
in
the
open
country.
don Wheeler '40.
have graduated from the local high school, have not attended Bates at
take the first right. Then you go a
And so you start. As you go bowl- piece and take the left. And then you Foster, Iva W., 29 Highland Ave., Auburn
Phil-Hellenic
Glazier, L. E., 26 Mountain Ave
ing down the smooth highway, fingers
all. but desire to see a college game or two each season. With both the
The annual fall cabin party of Phil- resting lightly on the wheel, foot doz- go on that rud for a few gules and
Hellenic will be held at Thorncrag, ing on the accelerator, singing lustily then you come to a big house on the Goodwin. Dr. R. A., 56 Dennison St., Auburn
college and high school teams playing out of town on the same clay and
Thursday evening, Oct. 13, according the "Open Road", or some similarly right with a big orchard behind it. Gould, R. R. X., 10 Riverside St
to Roger Jones '39, president. Ritual appropriate piece, you think how won- Then take a right fork, go down a Gray, President C. D., 256 College St
in town on the same day, those people are forced to choose between their
services and the program will be con- derful it is to travel, to see new land- hill and then you'll come to Booth- Grondberg. Virginia, 336 College St
*.
by's".
own scholastic alma mater, whose games may be seen for fifty cents, ducted by Leonard Clough '39, Eric scapes. Well, brother, you ain't seen
Harms,
S.
F..
8
Abbott
St
So off you go, a little bit more
Lindell '40, and Lucy Morang '39.
nothin' yet.
doubtfully, perhaps, even a little re- Hovey, A. A., 75 Wood St
Supper
will
be
served
at
6
p.
m.
and a neighboring college, whose games cost over a dollar per person.
And so you arrive in due time in ticently, but still imbued with the Kendall, R. L., 20 Ware St
The committtee in charge consists
Limerick.
A lovely old New England spirit of conquest, down the first road, Kimball, L., 138 Nichols St
The final decision almost always favors the high school, with approxi- of Jean Dickson "39, Fred Kelley '39,
a mere eight or ten miles past farms Knapp, F. A.. 32 Mountain Ave
Estelba Rollins '39 and Robert Fuller town, bathed in sunshine, sleepy,
spaced increasingly farther apart.
cloaked
with
majestic
old
Elm
trees.
mately 250 football fans attending the scholastic game and 150 coming to '39. Professor and Mrs. George M.
Your foot no longer dozes but is now Lawrance, W. A., 111 Bardwell St
You
remember
it
is
here
you
were
to
Chase will serve as chaperones.
Leonard, A. N., 12 Abbott St
"Ask someone where to find the pressed hard on the throttle; you are
see Bates play. The loss, in cold figures, is about 80 dollars to the high
furiously wondering where is that left McDonald. R. A. F., 36 Mountain Ave
turn? Then, out of the corner of your McGee, R. E., 485 Main St
school and 250 dollars to Bates for games played in Lewiston on the
SOCIAL SYMPHONIES
left eye, while rolling along at 50 Mabee, F. C, 378 College St
m.p.h., you perceive a couple of small
same afternoon. These figures represent the minimum. They are figures
dark lines jutting out at right angles Madison, Mrs. Doris F., DeWitt Hotel
Girls of last year's Hacker crowd are
Metcalfe, Rachel A., Rand Hall
to the road.
reached after short chats with local store owners, printers, STUDEX l losing no time in planning the first of
Moore, E. M., 18 Ware St
Into
the
Woods
The Bates College band started off
a series of reunions to be held this
advertisers, etc., and other persons forming a fair coss-sect^: of local year. An outdoor supper party in its season at the game last Saturday,
Hauling up to a dusty, grinding Moray, D. B., 431 Main St
charge of Ruth Robbins '39, chair- under the able guidance of its newly stop, you shove into reverse and Myhrman, A. M.. 173 Wood St
fandom.
man, Louise Blakely '41, and Velma elected leader, David Howe '39. •. whine backwards. By gorry, that looks Pomeroy, F. E.. 342 College St
like what these people might call a
Adams '41 is to take place this week.
According to the statement of lead- road. It's getting late. You desperate- Quimby, Brooks, 382 College St
Students who represented Bates at er Howe, 'If the Maine S: tie Ban!
ly decide to try it, anyway, and you Ramsdell, G. E., 40 Mountain Ave
Our point is easily seen. then. It seems that a "huddle ' between the the Student Christian Movement sum- Contest is held this year, the Bates turn in, go along through a field, and Roberts. Mrs. Blanche W., 431 Main St
mer conference at Camp O-At-Ka this band is definitely out for first place."
hope that these two ruts don't unite Robinson, G. M., 132 Nichols St
athletic associations of the two schools to work out non-conflicting past season will have a reunion ban- To this end the band will learn a new
quet at Grant's tonight, it is an- marching technique, and several with some ugly looking tree-trunks Ross. X. E., 2,2 Frye St
schedules would be a shrewd move, and would also supply local fans nounced by the committee in charge. unique stunts will be added to their as they appear to do from a distance. Rowe. H. W.. 374 College St
However, you submerge successfully
Louise Blakely '41 and Leonard repertoire. Also a new drum major
into the woods. Myriads of trees, un- Sawyer, W. H., Jr., 365 College St
with athletic entertainment throughout the season. This is NOT an Clough '40 will give short speeches will soon be recruited.
derbrush, and slippery moss float past Schaeffer. Lavinia M., Wilson House
on their impressions of the conferJudging by the showing they made you in scenic splendor. But all your Seward. R. D., 85 Wood St
original plan. Bowdoin College, before its recent athletic rejuvenation, ence. Dr. and Mrs. Zerby and Mrand Mrs. Seward, faculty advisers of Saturday after only one hour of re thoughts now are bent on fulfiiling Spinks. Leslie. 44 Nichols St
met with Brunswick High School authorities over the same problem— C. A., will be included in the group. hearsal together, this year's band one purpose: to get to Boothby's! But, Sweet. P. R., 425 Main St
promises to be one of the best in the friends, as can be attested by a certiWhittier and Rand freshmen were state.
and the happy decision reached found Bowdoin and Brunswick High
fied Notary Public in the nearby town Thomas. W. B.. 354 College St
given an opportunity to become better
of Overshoe, it is exactly 22 miles Thompson. C. R., 20 Western Ave.. Auburn
The nucleus of the outfit consists sir.ee you turned into those two ruts
alternating their "at home" games and "away" games to the advantage acquainted at a Sunday night houseWalmsley. Lena, Cheney House
party sponsored by Whittier proctors, of last year's members with a large and finally pull in at the dooryard of
Whitbeck. Paul, 24 Ware St
Patricia Atwater '40 and Anne Mc- freshman turnout to fill in. Inasmuch the Roothby estate
of both. Bowdoin started to climb out of its athletic association slump
Whitehorne.
W. R.. 23 Wakefield St
as
the
frosh
turnouts
were
mostly
in
Nally '40. Several upperclass girls
And, penile readers, this Is NOT
told them something about extra-cur- the brass section, it is reported that
Wilkins.
P.
D..
420 College St
through similar small "huddles". It is a tried and tested plan; Bates ricular activities on campus, after the only gap left in the band is in the Action. The distances are authentic,
Woodcock,
K.
S.,
86 Russell St
as one who knows can tell you. For
which the group enjoyed light re- reed section, for which a call is ■nstance, Tmy Wmself. But ^
Wright. F. M., u Benson St
certainly should not ignore it.
issued.
freshments.
1
tell you.
Zei
R. L, 250 College St

a strangle-hold on the purse strings intended to save ten or twenty

I

Alumni Council Office ..•••• ■ ■ • • •
Assistant to the President, H. W. Rowe

Chase House, Ruth Johnson
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Gridsters Face Strong Huskies For First Time
^Wildcats
[fl»wJobcals
I ^d Fighting Line
i i • Rnlliant Flashes In
I*9* 22-6 Deteat

lnjuries Reshape
Football Line-Up
Ed Edminster, end from Bangor, will be out for some time because of an injury to his collar
bone, it was announced by Coach
Morey Tuesday night after he had
seen X-rays of Edminster's shoulder.
Other changes as announced by
the Garnet mentor include the
switching of Stan Bogdanowicz,
tackle who has been playing a
crack game in that spot, to* left
end. Al Topham, sophomore tackle, will be moved up to the left
tackle berth to replace Stan. Veterans to be shifted include Roger
Nichols and Walker Briggs who
will both be drafted to bolster the
right end group.
New men to report to Coach
Morey are two sophomores, Marc
Urann, a heavy but inexperienced
prospect for a left end spot, and
Perry Jamieson, a light but
scrappy member of last year's
Bobkittens who is to work out
with the fullback squad.

SPORT SHOTS

Frosh Answer
Football Call

By GEORGE LYTHCOTT '39

Hash
Coach Buck Spinks Gets
Large But Light Squad
Of Bobkittens

New Hampshire's loss to the lowly Lowell Textile club, at the start of
their 1938 campaign certainly put those Wildcats on their toes. The team
that bowled Bates over, Saturday, would have been a tough bunch for
anybody to beat.
The little guys sorta stole the show in Saturday's game. Burton Mitcfiell Wildcat back, and our Normie Tardiff alternately held the spotlight
as they ripped off yardage, from time to time. Mitchell well deserved the
round' of applause given him as he was carried, smiling, from the held
late in the final canto. Incidentally, it was Tardtffs tackle, aggravating
an old knee injury of'Mitchell's, that felled the Wildcat ace.

Garnet Harriers
To Run At Colby
In their first meet of the season,
t]he .Garnet Harriers meet Colby's
.Mules this Friday, in Waterville. Led
by Captain Sabanereau and Jim Card,
the Colby club should be a real threat
to our state champions. Card, a
transfer student from Farmington
Normal,, has once before run Bates'
ace, Don Bridges, a close race, finishing behind him in second place, and is
expected to give him a real chase
Friday. Ted Chase and a group of
promising sophomores round out a
well balanced Colby team.
Bates' team this year is the same
as last year's, that took top honors
in State competition, except that
Captain Courtney Burnap is graduated. Dana Wallace, Don Bridges, Harry
Shephard, Al Rollins, Charlie Graichen, Frank Coffin and Fred Downing form the nucleus of this season's
squad. This group, in addition to several of last year's freshmen, shapes
up as one of the most formidable
Bates teams ever.

Boston Eleven
Reveals Power
Return or Injured Men To
Team Will Bolster Bobcat Chances

Still seeking their first victory this
season, the Bates varsity gridsters
travel to Boston this Saturday to meet
a powerful Northeastern club. This
s
F*Suraa>-" game displaying
marks the first time the two schools
L^t and fight of all Bates
have met on the gridiron, previous
engagements being confined to the an■a* .. much to recount on the
nual indoor meets and a basketball
game last winter which inaugurated
|e 0f the ledger, except,
; 9
that sport at this college.
I •■-'■1 running oi Normie TarIn the veteran Huskies, the BobK*1' t Beliveau. Too, it must be
■cats will certainly meet a lartar.
t,I that a fighting Bates line
Bates scouts brought back glowing rekfJted the New Hampshire
ports of the impressive way in which
IM
Sto the Garnet 20-yaru
Northeastern sprung a minor upset
G_
Other good prospects included Ed
lldmg the Wildcats for
Tpafofthe back for Dr. Carl Woodcock, of the *****£»*
by holding Boston College to 13 points
Fortini,
captain
and
quarterback
of
* Perhaps the greatest single
for rLing up the public address system. Yep, he has really got o, last Friday night, completely bottling
.i.u,.ota was
was Coach
Dean Academy; Sumner Levin, tackle hng there! An arrangement of that sort enables even the tans at K
Coach
I is- ' /the. Bobcats
up the star-studded Eagles' attack
of Durfee High School in Fall River;
fcfllt P^ege, Burton Mitchettreme
ends
of
the
field-if
that
many
are
present-,
otoUow
the
ga
in the second half.
Bob Paine, track star, formerly pf
P'"Led a whale of a game at
The Boston team features one of
almost
as
closely
as
if
they
were
seated
on
the
50-yard
marker.
As
soon
Bridgton Academy; Tom Flanagan,
li Saturday. Besides figuring
the better backs in New England in
tX
Woodcock
and
his
aides,
Bing
Crosby
and
Henry
Farnum,
iron
back
from
Maiden;
and
Norman
Yi£l every sustained WOdj
Captain Jim Connolly and a standout
Johnson, back from Gould Academy. out a 'few rough spots everything will be honkey-dorey.
Ki it was he who recovered
guard in Kaufman. A name familiar
The complete list of candidates in'* wTfumble in the second quarto followers of football is that of
i^reak the New Hampshire club
cluded:
Stan Rogers who has played a sterAlbert Aucoin, Spencer, Mass.
fc*»»«e of to score their imSquash, as a sport at Bates, is ap- ling game at tackle for three years.
Eugene Ayers, Newburyport, Mass.
Bates prospects have brightened
The
annual
Bates
fall
tennis
touraparently
about to become a popular
Berlin, N. H.; Lysander Schaffer
puBy[Contl»u«i iron Fw» OMl
Richard
Blanchard,
Lewiston.
up
with the possibility that Don Pomment for freshmen to give Coach
Williams Chick, Watertown Mass. Kemp, Jr., Canton, Mass.; Jean How- extra-curricular activity this year.
eroy may return to action this SaturLlden Boothby, Saco.
Buschmann
a
chance
to
see
what
In
the
past
very
little
interest
has
Stella Dorothy Clifford, Bootbbay ard Keneston, Shelton, Conn.; Rayan"**"-.
B$Ua
WilUam Boyd Jr., Hightstown, N.J.
prospects there are in the incoming
Harbor; Althea Jane Conuns, WOton, mond Kimball, Berlin, N. H.; Charles been shown in this fast-moving indoor day. The junior end, who saw a lot of
action last year, has been on the sideRichard Carroll, Lewiston.
class will not be held as usual this
Eugene Francis Connor, Jr, A»» Henry King, Jr., Brewer; George Da- sport, but even at this early date, the
^•nTBHggs, Edminster year, the coach stated.
Engene Connor, Amesbury, Mass.
lines
far tthis
dueC to
injury
squash
rourts
at
the
Alumni
Gymnarus season uu
-...,-.,
llnes so tar
bury, Mass.; Frances Shriver Cooper, vid Kirwin, Lewiston; Percy Leonard
■
•
■
'
■
1.1- _
1 V..,i( "l.-illtll
George
Cram,
Syracuse,
N.
Y.
Zm
are
being
u,ed
V>H*
frequently,
j
suffered
just
prior
to
the
Dartmouth
According to Coach Buschmann not
Seilso. It
Knight, West Scarboro; Ardeth Canrt, K. Briggs, Kilgore enough year men signified their intenArthur Damon Jr., Egypt, Mass.
wmid game.
field Lakin, Houlton; Deane Lambert,
Many members off iu,
the *.,v.*iic
tennis squad
Probable line-ups for Saturday will
Ltamon, H. Martin, Belanger, lg
John Draper, Lewiston.
tion to enter, to warrant a tournarrBridgUer.
Mass.;
Mary
£
Houlton; Robert Nathan Langerman are finding it a valuable asset to the
[
rg, Clough, Plaisted ment. Instead, all interested freshThomas Flanagan, Maiden, Mass.
include:
ther Curtis, Gardner, Mass^ Robert New Haven, Conn.; Lucille Leonard, development of stroking and general Bates
Northeastern
Edwin Fortini, Stoneham, Mass.
Burt c
men will be given a chance to show
'
Franklin Curtis, Portsmouth, N. H Providence, R. U Philip Alexander conditioning for the coming tennis
1Icnra. & MM*"*c, Crooker,
Andrews their stuff against the varsity playNichols, re
le, Johnson
Bernard Francis, Hartford, Conn.
Armand Daddazio, Newburgh, N. Lerette, Hallowell; Sumner Novak season. Others are being attracted by Topham, rt
It, Bierenbroodspot
Salvador Gianquinto, Brooklyn, N.Y.
to Peretti, Lowe, Cummings, rg ers this fall and if there are any prosLevin, Fall River, Mass.; Marjorie the opportunity of increas-.r.e their Glover, rg
lg, Kaufman
lg, Glover, Mosher pects, they will be included on the
David S. Goldenberg, Mattapan, Y ■ Arthur Herbert . uamon, Jr., Esther Lewis, Lynn, Mass.; John Elathletic abilities in a new field of
c
'
.■ . ■ Kieanor Susan Davis,
Crooker,
c
> ^e
|ton Flaherty, Russell, rt
spring squad along with the first sev- Mass.
.
_,
mer Lloyd, Worcester, Mass.; Charles sport.
"***
"TL^SS
PriscillaDaClough,
lg
rg,
Dinapoh
It, Bogdanowicz, Topham en ranking players.
Patrick Harrington Jr., Fall River,
Already a round-robin tournament R. Briggs, It
Cnarlton Ue^1' ^'virginia Alice Arthur Libby, Auburn; Kenneth
rt, Rogers
v1Sl Sagamore, Ma*s., V rgi
U'inierbottom, Lampson, Frank, re
Last year the tournament winner
Mansfield Long, Union City, N. J., among those interested in the; game Bogdanowicz, le
re, Sullivan
.. le, Nichols, W. Briggs was Jimmie Walsh who went on to ' Thomas Hayden, Newton, Mass.
Marion Foster Loveland, Belmont, has been proposed. The poMibilit, of
Tardiff, qb
qb, Flumere
Louis Hervery, Taunton, Mass.
win his letter on the varsity squad in
Mass.; Marion Orbeton Ludwick. forming an unofficial squad for conbox, Preble, qb
A. Briggs, rhb
lhb, Connolly
qb Buccigross, Tardiff the spring.
Dexter Hill, W. Newton, Mass.
Rockland; Peter Lyman MacNaugh- tests during the winter season, with Belliveau, lhb
rhb, Little
John James, Auburn.
ton, Yonkers, N. Y.; Donlin Francs local YMCA and club groups, has also O'Sullivan, fb
Iflorne, Mather, fob
fb,
Harding
Ab Wilder, A. Briggs
Malcolm Jewell, Wellesley, Mass.
Recapitulation
McCormack, Hartland; Barbara Er- been advanced.
NH
B
Norman
Johnson,
Boston.
nestine McGee, Lewiston; E. Lorraine
|jlitche\\, Jones, rhb
Milt Nixon, Mai Holmes, and Bill
16
Lewis Keene, Berlin, N. H.
8
lhb, Gorman, Beliveau First downs
McGee, Lewiston; James Boyd Mcln- Howland, members of last year s teni-hauncey
Donovan,
»•»*■*
231
Raymond
Kimball,
Berlin,
N.
H.
137
tosh, Milton, Mass.; Robert McKinney, nis squad, are among the early enth^
Yards gained, rushing
I Han/few. Parker, Sauer, fb
Co^Dorothy Holmes Doten, Lew29
Sumner Levin, Fall River, Mass
30
Hyannis, Mass.; Hamilton Kilpatnck
fb, O'SuWivan, Canavan Yards lost, rushing
Launching activities for another
Michael Matragrano, Bedford Hills, ist0n; John Wilbur Drape'. ^*".. McKenzie, Providence, R. L; Hugh siasts on the squash courts. George
16
7
Passes attempted
Irwin, Ralph Childs, Ham Dorman and year, W. A. A. welcomed the freshBy periods:
ton- Walter Francis Driscoll, Nauga
8 N. Y.
2
Joseph
McLaughlin,
Chelsea,
Mass
;
Completed
S Conn.; David Russell Dunham, John Kelley McSherry, Naugatuck, . group of others are listed among man girls last Friday by a game peI* Hampshire
0 10 12 0-22 Yards gained passe
108
Irving Mabee, Lewiston.
62
the interested participants of the riod which tjok the place of the for
James Mclntosh, Milton, Mass.
8
Bates
0 0 6-6 Incomplete
5
M . Vernon K. U D«f £** Conn.; Irving Hart Mabee, Lewiston;
\
.
„u
N
H
Robert
Lowell
Enmer Sportland Tour and offered some
John K. McSherry, Naugatuck, I*. Contoocook, N. H., Ko
5
de John Marshall Madden, Boston; John sport.
10
Touchdowns. Winterbottom, Parker, Number of punts
What
the
future
of
squash
as
a
relaxation fror-. the strain of Fresh205
Eugene Minsky, Lewiston.
nis, Maplewood, N. J-. »""»
,.,„_, Joseph Malone, Jr., Beverly Farms,
333
Jbox, Beliveau. Points after touch- Distance, yards
Robert Muldoon, Newton Center, Everett, Fort Fairfield; James Albert Mass.; Helen Harriet Martin, Cole- sport at Bates, will be is decidedly man Week. Contests in cage ball,
41
33.3
Average yardage
Lwn:Home (placement); field goal,
Kerren, Jr., Newburgh, N. Y., Hil brook, N. H.; Helen Elizabeth Mason, uncertain, but with the season still dodge ball and relays resulted in a
124
120
Kicks run back, yards
S' Hamilton Fisher, Spencer, Saxonville, Mass.; Dorothy May Ma- three months off, the success of the three-way tie, honors going to the
David
Nickerson,
Quincy,
Mass...
1 Martin (placement). Referee, S. H. Number penalties
4
3
pink, yellow and green teams. The
Mass, Thomas Robert^Flanagan Ma- thews, Thomaston; Dorothy Forsythe sport points_quiteJa2wably.
Robert Paine, Cranston, R. L
40
15
Ifchoney; Umpire, E. J. Shaughnes- Yards penalized
den
Mass.;
Lester
Everett
Forbes,
Robert Parent, Lewiston.
Matlack, Moorestown, N. J.; Michael sTa^TSouth Paris; Joseph Je emiah games were followed by the introduc0
2
I; Linesman, Fraser; Field Judge, Held for downs by
tion of W. A. A. B^rd and refreshMarblehead',
Mass,
Edwin
Forum
George
Parmenter,
Kingham,
Mass.
Edward
Matragrano, Bedford Hills. Shea, Mattapan. Mass, DavSe
3
Opp. fumbles recovered
I'- Sambroski.
Stoneham,
Mass,
Dorothy
Verne^Fos
Harry Perkins, Taunton, Mass.
N Y.; Patricia Dana Miller, Larch- more Shiff, Maiden, Mass.; John Paul ments in Rand Gym.
ter, Auburn; Bernard EasterbyFran^
The Board is sorry to lose from
John Robinson, Auburn.
mont, N. Y.; Dorothy Blaine Milliken, Sitrsbee, Wilbraham, Mass.; Priscilla
its members Betty Brann, forWilliam Roscoe, St. Agawan, Mass. cis Hartford, Conn, Dorothy Bird New Rochelle, N. Y, Eugene Manual M.hPl Simoson, Berlin, N. H, Paul among
among its memoers oetty i>»~->• ~Simpson,
H
Mirian mer secretary, who did not return to
Sst, Rockland; Salvador George Minsky, Lewiston; William McKinley Mabel
Warren Sandblom, Milton, Mass.
Merrill Simpson, Berl
»»"-.
, ^^ ^ successor wiU ^ appoint.
n£^ •^^
GianQuinto, Brooklyn, N. Y., Fran Mitchell, Brewer; Elizabeth Frost Smith, New Haven, Conn, K.chard
James Scott, Hartford, Conn
James Scharfenberg, Auburndale, ces Glidden, North Conway, xN. H., Moore, Lewiston; Marjorie Hale Payson Smith, Haverhill, Mass.; Stan- ed in the near future by a nominating
committee.
mwinTmDavid Goldenberg, MatUpan, Mass.. Morss, Reading, Mass.; Robert Tel- lev Bartlett Smith, Turner Center
Mass.
,, __
Sports to be offered by A. A. this
Marjorie Louis Goodale, Nashua^ N. ford Muldoon, New Centre, Mass.; Eiizabeth Lyon Stafford, Swampscott,
Joseph Shea, Mattapan, Mass
John Sigsbee, N. Wilbraham, Mass. H, Glenys Lora Gould Farimngton, David Drake Nickerson, Quincy, Mass.; Barbara Stanhope, Doyer-Fox- fall are hockey, tennis, archery, and
Leslie Dexter Green, Thompsonville, Mass.; Ruth Frances Nucklev, East croft; Austin Freeman Staples, Bat- Kolf instruction. First notices of A. A.
Paul Simpson, Berlin, N. H.
Robert Stiles, Auburndale, Mass. Col, Claire Greenleaf Auburn Lynn, Mass.; Manuel Nunes Fall tery Point; Lawrence Jago Stetson periods in these sports will be placed
William Henry Gross, Jr., Lewiston, River, Mass.; Robert French Oldmion. Auburn; Ruth Jeannette Stevens in Rand Hall. So watch the bulletin
John Tierney, Weare, N. H.
Melvin Herman Gulbra^en Bever^ ^
Westfield, Mass, Robert Ellsworth boards.
Erland Wentzell, Bethel.
Thursday of this week is to be the
ly,
Mass,
Honorme
Hadley,
Clare
StUes,
Auburn, Mass.; Wesley SwanWallace White, Auburn.
annual
Hare and Hound Chase, a
mont, N. H, Jasper Charles HaggerRobert Lewis Paine, Edgewood, R- son. Quincy, Mass, Muriel Elaine
merry
hunt
over hill and dale, ending
I,
Robert
Albert
Parent,
Lewiston;
,
Jr.,
Hculton;
Carol
Sayres
Handy,
ly
Swicker, Hartford, Conn.; Anne D,11Plymouth, Mass, Elaine May Hardie, George Edward Parmenter, Hingham, ingham Temple, LonKmeadow, Mass., in the finding of the treasure and
Berlin, N. H, Francesca Ellen Har- Mass.; Irene Marie Patten, Boothbay Julian Ray Thompson, Auburn- John supper for all. Girls of all classes are
,ow, Gorham; Patrick Henry Harring- Harbor; Fred Lemuel Perkins, Jr., Carlyle Tierney. Weare, N. H, Irene cordially invited to attend.
On Saturday the Bates W. A. A.
ton, Fall River, Mass.; Albert Ray- Searsport; Harry Stuart Perkins, Harriet Towle, Hollis Center- Joyce
entertains the high schools of the
mond
Harvey,
Lewiston;
Jane
HathaTaunton,
Mass.;
Donald
Harmon
PhilTownsend,
East
Woodstock,
ConnNot content with depleting an
way, Swampscott, Mass, Thomas •ips, Brookline, Mass.; Barbara Louise William Ernest Tranton, New Bruns- state in a High School Play Day. A
already small varsity squad, Lady
Sears Hayden, West Newton Mass Place, Swampscott, Mass.; Morgan wick; Michael- Kyreakos Tsoupra- day's activities of games in various
Misfortune began work on Coach
Louise Joseph Hervey
Taunton, Porteous, Windsor, Conn, Thomas kakis. Dracut, Mass.; Ralph Fred sports, stunts and fun is being arBuck Spinks' Bobkitten eleven
e"n before the start of practice
Mass, Dexter Brigham HiU,J^W. Puglise, Stratford, Conn, Barbara Tuller, Westfield, Mass.; Zaven Rob- ranged by Ruth Stoehr '39.
Newton; Richard Cumer Hitchcock Breed Putney, Lexington, Mass.; Clar- ert Turadian, New York, N. Y, Alice
sessions.
uio-htsManchester, N. H, Richard Swam ence Paul Quimby, Jr., Ashburnham, Evelvn Turner Milton, Mass.: Dorothy
William Boyd, Jr., of High*
Horton, Ipswich, Mass.; Joseph John Mass, Benjamin Albert Ring, Bry- •Sr-ooner Turtle, Providence, R. I,
town N. J-, who turned m an ex
Lward, Lwiston; Thomas Dappeton ants Pond, Theodora Rizoulis, AuRuth Evelyn Ulrich. Bloomfield, N.
Card Howarth, Belmont, Mass, Myra burn; Elizabeth Lee Roberts, River- J • Jane Veazie. Belmont, Mass.;
for
Peddie
Prep
last
season
was
The Pen that Has What It Takes
Alma Hoyt, Contoocook, IN. n., side,
^ L;
^ Betty
^^ Anne
,— Robinson, Se- Vera Isobel Vivian, Cranston, R. U
sia^ R.
slated to compete *"****£*
Flaine Humphrey, Bloomfield, Conn, yliddeyt Pa.; Harry Wilbert Robinson, Bernice Walins, New Haven, Conn,
to Pur You on Even Writing Terms
backfield positions on the yearly
Benjamin Franklin Hunter, Wellesley ^^ Masg.. John Merton Robin- Natalie Webber, Beverly, Mass.; Ersquad.
Appendicitis -crashed
vith Anyone Else in Your Class
«„= • Vivian Warren Hutchins,
through to toss the back for a loss,
HmHassHutchin, son> Auburn; William Smith Roscoe, land Stanley Wentzell, Bethel; ChesIf you want the Pen that ranks No. 1 in America s
Norway;
Lewis
Hutchinson,
Cumber- Springfield, Mass.; Dorothea Eliza- ter Wezervitz, Lee, Mass.; Barbara
•wools and colleges—that will help you rate as no
however, and Bill is«<*£%£
beth Ross, Portland; Vivian Grace Anne White, Collingswood, N. J.;
"v*' pen you can carry—go to any nearby P«n
ating at the CMG hospital from
land Mills.
punter today and see and try this pedigreed Beauty
Sampson, Worcester, Mass.; Warren Ruth Rae White, Holyoke, Mass.;
JJ
shimmery circlets of Pearl and Jet—smart, exan appendectomy.
—
John Albert James, Auburn; Jamce Frank Sandborn, East Milton, Mass.; Wallace Humphrey White, III, Auc
'usive and original.
Coach Spinks had his fingers
May Jayne, Brooklyn. N. Y., Mai Saverio Patrick Scarotto, Thompson- burn; Vernon Lee Whitney, Jr., India;
"he Parker Vacumatic won't cramp your style
crossed during the earlier part of
•V running dry unexpectedly in classes or quizzes,
ville, Conn, James Scharfenberg, Au- Carleton Kirke Wilcox, Royalston,
for held to the light it shows how much ink you
the week, it was reported.
Ernest Theodore Johnson Oxford burndale, Mass.; James Russell Scott, Mass.; Gordon Clark Wilder, WellesW"' to spare—shows when to refill. A Pen that reWe can show you a varied
lies fiiung only 3 or 4 times from one term to the
Mass • Norman Edward Johnson, Bos Hartford, Conn, Robert Judkins ley. Mass.; Christine Jessie Williamn«t, due to its copious ink supply.
■election of
STC Kadjperooni, I^ston;
_ Its Scratch-proof Point of Platinum and 14-K
Sicott, Milfford, Mass.; Jane Miller son, Bridgeport. Conn.; Beatrice Tap- PRIZE CITPS. FOUNTAIN
DROP INTO
David
Sumner
Kahn,
Lynnfield
Ct.,
«Md is tipped with Osmiridium, twice as costly as
Seavey, Auburn; Charles John Senior, ley Wilson, Lynn, Mass.; Claire Wilordinary iridium.
PENS, LAKES' SILK
Mass.; Eleanora Alice Keene, Fram- Yonkers, N. Y, - Marguerite
son, West Newton, Mass.; Albert UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
Go and ask for it by name—Parker Vacumatic.
Sam, Mass.; Lewis Edwin Keene.
«e smart ARROW clip identifies the genuine.
Wise. South Paris; Sibyl Elaine WiHAND BAQS
The Parker Pen Co., Janesville, Wisconsin.
tham, Long Island, N. J, Carolyn
Featuring
Leather BIO Folds
Wood, Lewiston; Eleanor Effie Wood,
Book Ends - docks
R. W. CLARK
Augusta; Jane Woodbury, South
DRUGGIST
Lyndeboro, N. H, Elise Hamlet
Bfirnst
one - OSJJood
GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.
Woods, Groton. Mass, Rose Worobel,
JEWELERS
US COLLEGE STREET
CORNER MAIN AND BATES STREETS
LEWMTON - MAINE
Hartford, Conn, William Worthy, Jr.,
TEL. 125
3 minute* from Campna
„„,.,. ^MPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS
Boston; Ruth Harriet Wyer, Auburn.
Open7A.M.U.10J0P.M.
outroughed, and outJo*08 vicious New Hampshire
P^BobcaW clawed, tooth and
hMl

I

Forty-eight freshmen answered
Coach Buck Spinks' call for football
candidates the early part of this
week. The Bobkittens open their brief
three-game schedule on Oct. 14
against Kents Hill.
Several prep and high school stars
were among those reporting. HowIn 27 games played between the two schools since 1894, the Garnet
ever, the injury jinx struck the frosh teams have won 13 and New Hampshire has copped only 9—4 have been
team before the season even started, tied. A Bates team, however, has not beaten New Hampshire since 1^9
with the removal of Bill Boyd, promising back from Peddie School in New —the 1934 battle ending in a 7-7 deadlock.
Jersey, to the CMG hospital.

Frosh Netmen To
Oppose Varsity

Student Enrollment

Squash A Coming
Sport This Year

I

W. A. A.

First In Style

First In Performance

First in the Hearts of College Students

Varsity Jinx Hits
Coach Buck Spinx

The

Auburn
News

The Quality Shop

-VACUMATIC*
CUMANTIfO MECMANICAUI 1111(1
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THE BATES STUDENT, WBPggSftAY, OCTOBER 5, iffS

FOUR
AT THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thura. Fri. Sat. - Oct. 6, 7, 8
"VaHey of the Giants" with
Wayne Morris and Claire Trevor.
All in Technicolor.
Tues. Wed. - Oct. 10, 1L 12
Clark Gable anl Myrna Loy in
"Too Hot to Handle".
AUBURN
Thurs. Fri. Sat. - Oct. 6, 7, 8
"The Amazing Dr. Clitterhouse"
with Edward G. Robinson. - News an Short Subjects.
Mon. Tues. Wed. - Oct. 10, 11, 12
"Breaking the Ice" with Bobby
Breen.

MOD-

HOOD'S
Delicious Ice Cream
Now Being Sold at Your
BATES COLLEGE STORE
i'H

Norris-Hayden
LAUNDRY
•

Auburn, Me.

Tel. 2810

Agent
GORDON WILLIAMS '38

A Bates Tradition
SAY IT WITH ICE CREAM

GEORGE A. ROSS
ELM STRBET
Betes 1904

Campus Camera

By Lea

President Gray
Addresses Chapel

Inquiring Reporter

PECKS

Should be like the dances at WesThe class of '42 expresses its reac- leyan-they last'til four!-Dick Bald
tions to its first Saturday night dance
win.
"Because there was a leader who at Chase Hall in answering the ques• • •
was possessed of a stubborn and in- tion: "What did you think of the Satdomitable purpose
nnrnose Bates College urday night dance?"
Why do the upper crass men have
came into being 75 years ago, Presito come?—John Donovan.
dent Clifton Daggett Gray declared at
first chapel exercises of the 1938-39
It was good-except for the lack of
college
year, Thursday morning. upperclassmen."—Ruthie Wyer.
All right, but you couldn't dance
There were more than 200 men and
women of the class of 1942 present,
• • •
very well.—John James.
—the 76th to enter Bates—and 500
Swell, just swell!—Bob Stiles.
members of the three upper classes.
President Gray compared the "treeA new experience but a grand idea.
less campus of 20 acres, two build-Ruth
Ulrick.
Exemplary of the democratic spirit
ings and a faculty almost to be counted on one hand, which the 22 students of Bates.—George Cram.
(Or should that have been republifound," with the present campus of
I'm living for next Saturday night.
80 acres, 28 buildings, and a faculty can, George?)
—Pat
Milter.
of 65," which 700 students now en^
joy. All of this exists because the
leader, Oren Burbank, had a "vision
I didn't dance with enough uppeiand heard a voice from heaven say classmen.—Bea Wilson.
Swell, but wait till they have the
(Not 35c worth??—with ice cream Bobcats!—Barb Barsantee.
'Do this work for me.'"
thrown in?)
Seminary
U. OF ALABAMA
The Maine State Seminary came inCOED. WRTTES
Heck of a lot of fun!—Stuart Perto being in 1856. Nine years later, 16
AS RAPIDLY
Bit crowded but the orchestra was kins.
students
petitioned
the
trustees,
and
WTM HER
LEFT HAND
in 1863 it was "voted unanimously to swell.—John Tierney.
SILK STOCKINGS
•
•
»
AND
establish a college class the followBACKWARDS
ing fall." Benjamin E. Bates, merThe ice didn't break until after the
AS SHE DOES
.jlGi-rTENiNG STRUCK A
chant and philanthropist of Boston
I like the way they dance up here, first dance, did it?—Dee Foster.
R£,HT-HANDED
SPIRE OF WE DUKE U.
and one of the first developers of i —Ann Temple.
AMD
CHAPEL TWICE WITHIN
FORWARD '
r
Lewiston's water power, who was in
T
CAYS/
• • .
The first time we've sold indivi,
sympathy with Dr. Cheney's ideals
Everyone had a swell- time.—Edna
proportioned stockings at such,
and purposes, gave the financial supCan't wait for next week!—Betty Butler.
BUFFOON TO APPEAR EVE
BEAUTIFUL PERSONAL
price!
port. President Gray said that withRoberts.
OF BOWDOIN GAME
CHRISTMAS CARDS
out Mr. Bates' gift and the founder's
• • •
The Bates "Buffoon", college humor
50 Asst. Designs with Envelopes $1.50
stubborn and indomitable faith, it is
Individually
magazine,
will
make
its
first
appearNice girls—peppy music—real soFinest Grade, work of Art, Asst. $3.00
altogether probable that Bates would
How long do we have to wear these
Proportioned
ciable
time.—Bob
Payne.
anceon
«mpu8
fte
night
before
the
J^TSE**
*»
W*
birthday.
Name inscribed on each if desired
ties? We don't stand a chance with
An Ideal Xmas Gift. Order at once. Bowdoin game, Editor Ed Stanley '39
Reg. 88c pr.
Much credit for the creating of the upperclass gtfrls!—Bud Majone.
announces.
NICHOLS & CO.
Bates is also due to that first group
(That's not the way we sized it
"Back to Bates Night" will also
Personally, I had a swell' time.—
Rockmart, Georgia
of loyal teachers and to the Free up.)
Campus, class or week end i
become "Back to Buffoon Night"
Vera Vivian.
Baptists, who had already established
Gordons see you thru
when the plans of Stanley are com(See above! You weren't alone.)
Hillsdale College in Michigan. To the
economically.
pleted. "Bigger and better and funSpecial Offer
latter Bates is "indebted for two
You don't meet whom you want to—
nier than ever", was the classic comNEWS WEEK - 40 issues - $2.00
priceless legacies—a charter abso- the upperclass men.—Glad Bickmore.
ment
of
the
head
buffoon.
Regular rate $4.50 per year
Certainly a lot different than high
lutely free from denominational con3 THREAD sheer chiffon
(See Mayor Joe Simonetti.)
LIFE
$3.50 per Year
school dances.—Rose Warobel.
trol and a fundamental conviction
4 THREAD chiffon
$4.00 after Nov. 10
(A compliment?)
that education and religion at their
7 THREAD sen-ice
RALLY TO BE HELD FOR
An Excellent Xmas Gift
best are inseparably connected."
BOSTON-BOUND GRIDMEN
Gee! You have to speak for interSubscriptions to All Magazines
An all-college rally designed to
mission a week ahead, don't you?—Ed
Still Growing
See DON PURINTON '39
In the glowing, nattering tutors
send the Garnet gridmen off to BosIn closing President Gray said, Fortini.
19 East Parker - Tel. 8-3363
complement Fall Costumes.
THE
BARBER
ton with a feeling of campus support "We are not done growing. The time
• • •
FOR
will' be held tomorrow evening at 7.30 is at hand when we must not only
Nice
way
to
get acquainted!—
Individual Attention to
EDS
AND
CO-EDS
on the side of Mt. David.
develop plans for the last quarter of
CHASE HALL Hours: 9-12—1-6
All Garments
Cheers, songs, and a few well chos- our first century, but also take those Marge Goodale.
en remarks by members of the squad immediate steps which are necessary
• • •
CLEANSING
ltT MAIN IT.
will be climaxed by a short talk by if we are to keep up with the march
Perfectly grand!—Bubbles Morss.
Compliments
of
OUR AIM IS TO SATISnl
of progress in higher education."
a faculty representative.
(Weren't they tho'!)
WITH OUR QUJZflTroODl
• • •

SALE
GORDOi

2Pr. $1.50|

MAGAZINES

BILL

Free Call and Delivery

Purity Restart

Service

SAN1TONE

Wdtiuns,

CLtANSERS * OVERS » fllRHEBS
FORMERLY L. O. MERCIER, INC.

A. S. Cummings, Mgr.

HAYES EATS IN HIS OWN DINER

The orchestra played — talk about
harmony!—Manuel Nunes.
• • •

HAYES' DINER
Opp. Sun-Journal — Tel. 1440 — Lewiston, Me.

One grand time!—Ruth Nuckley.

TUFTS

BROTHERS
Printing Specialists

The College Store|
if for
BATES STUDENTS

Telephone 1710
193 MIDDLE ST.

LEWISTON j

Call 4040

James P. Murphy fo|

For Real Courteous Taxi Service
Lewiston, Maine
COLLEGE STREET

INC.
ARTISTIC MEMORIAL

Lewiston Monumental Wo*|

SHOE HOSPITAL

6-10 Bates Street

All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
67 College St.

. . . you could
man a fleet with the
fellows asking for
Chesterfields today!"
Millions of smokers are
signing up with Chesterfields
. . . glad to find a cigarette
that has what they want...

It!
;|j

refreshing MILDNESS
better TASTE
pleasing AROMA

PAULWHITBMAN

Every Wednesday Evening
GEORGE

GRACIE

BURNS

ALLEN

And here's why... Chesterfields
give you the best ingredients a
cigarette can have... mild ripe tobaccos and pure cigarette paper.

Every Friday Evening
All C. B. S. Stations

\P.

EDDIE DOOLEY
Football Highlights
Every Thursday and Saturday
52 Leading N. B. C. Station,

Copyright 1938, LlGUTT & Kim To»»cco Co.

Telephone 4634-R

Lewiiitan. Mr.

COLLEGE
PHARMACY
Prescription Specialists

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY
INC.
193 MIDDLE STRE^

DRUGS
—
SUNDRIES
FOUNTAIN and LUNCHEON

SHIRT WORK A

SERVICE
Telephone 3694
Cor. College and Sabattus SU.

AGENT
ROY HABERLAND
8 West Pirktr

SPECIALTY

"Complete Banking Service"

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students

When The FORDS Roll By Bates Camp"8
Think Of

with MORE PLEASURE
for millions

WADE & DUNTON MOTORS
And Tell Your Folks Of Our
Excellent Trade In Values

